Do you imagine a better future?

The Doctoral INPhINIT Fellowships programme supports the best scientific talent and fosters innovative, high quality research in Spain and Portugal.

Find the opportunity you’re looking for at www.fellowships.lacaixa.org
“la Caixa” Doctoral Fellowships call is now open

The advancement of science is the cornerstone to build a better future. It’s through the imagination of the most talented people like you that we can tackle today’s biggest challenges to build the world we imagine. “la Caixa” wants to support the best talent and help you to develop professionally.

Would you like to do a PhD in Spain or Portugal?

The doctoral INPhINIT Fellowship programme aims to support the best scientific talent – of any nationality – and foster innovative and high-quality research in Spain and Portugal by recruiting outstanding international researchers and offering them an attractive and competitive environment for conducting research of excellence.

· **Incoming Fellowships**: 35 PhD fellowships for researchers willing to carry out their PhD project at research centres accredited with the Spanish Seal of Excellence Severo Ochoa, María de Maeztu or Health Institute Carlos III, and Portuguese centres certified as “excellent” according to the evaluation of the Fundação de Ciência e Tecnologia. These fellowships are aimed exclusively at STEM disciplines.

· **Retaining Fellowships**: 30 PhD fellowships for researchers willing to carry out their PhD project in any research domain and at any university or research centre in Spain or Portugal.

This is the opportunity you’re looking for
www.fellowships.lacaixa.org